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Introduction
LINVISIBILE is the lead manufacturer of interior
flush to wall doors 100% made in Italy, with 30 years
of experience delivering to our clientele products
and services of exclusive design and elevated quality.
Our business model is focused in offering a full
service from support in the projecting phase to the
installation on site; providing our customers all that’s
necessary to create unique spaces, thanks to our wide
experience in developing highly customized products
of extraordinary design and materials.
Due to LINVISIBILE’s international mindset and
experience, we have been honored to take part of
some of the most exclusive developments in diverse
areas of the globe. In this document, we are proud
to showcase one of these endeavors and show you
a token of what we are able to deliver.

Description
Project: Hillside House
Location: Los Angeles, USA
Architect: SAOTA Architects
Photo credits: Adam Letch
Schedule: 2019

Linvisibile’s doors enhance a splendid project located
on a promontory overlooking the whole Los Angeles
City: Hillside House by Saota Architects.
Taking inspiration from the idea of seamless indoor/
outdoor spaces, the external area is enclosed by a
vast pool. The almost total absence of walls stands
out in the interiors.
The 2,000 sqm villa is designed to maximize the
panoramic potential of the site.

Furnishing
specifications
For this project, LINVISIBILE provided a total of
6 highly tailored doors in a variety of typologies,
finishes and dimensions.
In addition to furnishing our doors, LINVISIBILE
offered a complete service experience supporting
our clients in the design phase, transportation and
installation.

Products furnished:
ALBA Filo 5 Hinged Door, Filo 10 Hinged Door
BREZZA Filo 5 Vertical Pivot Door, Filo 10 Vertical
Pivot Door
MAREA Pocket Door, Concealed Sliding Door

Finishes:
Lacquer, predisposition for Heavy Coatings

Product
descriptions
BREZZA
Filo 10 Vertical Pivot Door

ALBA
Filo 10 Hinged Door

Made with a 10 cm thick panel - as thick as the wall Linvisibile Vertical Pivot door Filo 10 is the first door
totally flush with the wall on both sides. Thanks to a
sophisticated system of concealed pivots, the door
can rotate on itself to different degrees of opening,
obtaining a very exciting effect of movement.
Available with or without stop, the door can rotate
on itself up to 360 opening degrees, obtaining a very
exciting effect of movement. Filo 10 is an evolution
of the Vertical Pivot door, can be made in all
dimensions and with all coverings, meaning it adapts
to all settings, and can be perfectly invisible thanks
to total continuity between door and wall. It can
be coated with almost any type of material (metal,
stone, leather) to create special atmospheres, in a
tasteful way. There are lacquered (glossy or matt)
and wooden versions offered as well.

Linvisibile Filo 10 Hinged door is the exclusive door,
which thanks to panel thichness of 102 mm, allows a
perfect flush with the wall on both sides of the
panel. The product stands out for only 3 mm
perimetral gap between the panel and the wall.
Like all Linvisibile products, Filo 10 Hinged door is
distinguished by the use of concealed hinges and
the absence of door frames or jambs to achieve
seamless continuity between wall and door. It can
be coated with almost any type of material (metal,
stone, leather) to create special atmospheres, in a
tasteful way. There are lacquered (glossy or matt)
and wooden versions offered as well.

For more information please contact press@linvisibile.it

The photographs are only referencial

Product
descriptions
MAREA
Concealed Sliding Door

MAREA
Pocket Door

Linvisibile Concealed Sliding door is the first flushto-wall sliding door. An exclusive patented system
that offers an innovative and elegant solution to the
classic sliding doors. Available in motorized version
with opening driven by a low-voltage motor and
flush-to-wall control plate, or in manual version
with flush fitting handle system. It can be coated
with almost any type of material (metal, laminate,
fabric) to create special atmospheres, in a tasteful
way. There are lacquered (glossy or matt) and
wooden versions offered as well. Two cams cause
the door to move; these cams allow moving the
panel completely flush with the wall (when closing)
and slide it inside the wall (when opening).

Linvisibile presents the first Pocket door, which holds
an unprecedented technological, functional and
patent surplus value. An innovative product that
revolutionizes the concept of assembly, handling and
maintenance of sliding doors. It can be coated with
almost any type of material (metal, stone, leather) to
create special atmospheres, in a tasteful way. There
are lacquered (glossy or matt) and wooden versions
offered as well. Thanks to its patented guide rail with
bumpers, controlling the movement of the door, it
allows softly braked opening and closing.

For more information please contact press@linvisibile.it

The photographs are only referencial
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